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(acceleration gradient: 35 MV/m)
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XFEL amplification 
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XFEL properties of SACLA (BL2&BL3)

Stable Operation

Stable Pointing

Stable Spectrum

Fluctuation of center of photon enargy: 10 eV (STD)
Photon energy spread of each pulse: ~15 eV (STD)

Photon	energy	
&	Photon	number	(Pulse	energy)	

4 15	keV	
	>1011	photons/pulse		(max.	600	μJ)		

Pulse	duraCon <10	fs

Peak	power	 >60	GW	@	10	keV

Rep.	rate Max.	60Hz

Band	width:	Pink ~5x10-3		 plane	mirrors

																						MonochromaCc ~1x10-4					Si(111)

Coherence	length Almost	the	same	as	beam	size

SACLA performance 
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SASE Intensity stability 

0.6 mJ/pulse @ 10 keV, K=2.1,  VV~10%  

8.5 hour 

V10 um,  H20 um 
~ several %  
of beam size 

Pointing stability at experimental hutch 1 Spectrum stability 
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Principle of single-path FELs

Amplification processes start
from undulator radiation with broad bandwidth→ 

XFEL beam has relatively large 
bandwidth (⊿E/E~0.3%)

30 eV

Y. Inubushi, Appl. Sci. (2017).

Single-shot spectrum@SACLA



The bandwidth of incident X-ray
beam should be a few eV or less

Why we need narrow-band XFELs ?

Example 1: Wide angle diffraction Example 2: Spectroscopy

For performing these experiments, SASE-XFEL beam should be 
monochromatized at the cost of considerable loss of photon flux

Reason I:
  some experiments cannot be performed with pink beam (⊿E/E~0.3%)

Diffraction lines are spatially overlapped when 
pink beam is used,

-> makes detailed structure analysis impossible

10 eV Mn K-edge absorption spectrum
for various manganese 
compounds

Yamamoto et al., 
J. Phys. Chem. B 103, 2385 (1999)

e.g. Diffraction intensity profile of silicon 
(Simulation)
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Crystal optics can only reflect X-ray beam with a certain photon 
energy (The bandwidth of the reflected X-ray beam is a few eV or less):
most pulse energy of SASE-XFEL beam is lost in Bragg reflection

Large offset diamond monochromator
for beam multiplexing @LCLS

Reason II:
   Crystal optics are used everywhere at XFEL facilities, and most of them 
utilize Bragg reflection

D. Zhu, Rev. Sci. Instrum. 85 (2014).
Y. Feng, Proc. SPIE 8778 (2013).

Why we need narrow-band XFELs ?

T. Osaka, IUCrJ 4 (2017).

Split-and-delay optics
@SACLA & LCLS

Diamond phase retarder@SACLA

M. Suzuki, JSR 21 (2014).
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lower than the values expected from the calculation. 
The purity of the circular polarization was probably 
degraded by the glitch observed at Δθ = −280 arcsec 
(not shown). The PC for a negative offset can be 
optimized by changing the azimuth of the diamond 
crystal by 1–2° to remove the glitch. This result 
confirms that the helicity of circular polarization can 
be reversed by only a small change in the crystal 
angle (62 arcsec). Our system has a piezo-driven 
stage to quickly adjust the crystal angle, enabling 
angular oscillation at 100 Hz for sinusoidal and        
40 Hz for rectangular motions. Helicity switching at 
these frequencies is feasible, enabling shot-to-shot 
polarization switching synchronizing with the XFEL 
pulses from SACLA. 

In this study, we demonstrated that the diamond 
phase retarder works effectively for an XFEL beam 
to control the X-ray polarization states. Circularly 
polarized XFEL radiation with variable helicities 
has been successfully generated.  The degree of 
circular polarization was sufficiently high for most 
polarization-dependent experiments. Our system has 
advantages in compactness, flexibility, and ability 
of fast polarization switching over the scheme of 
XFEL polarization control using specially-designed 
undulators. With the device currently installed, SACLA 
has become the only facility that can provide circularly 
polarized XFEL beams. This extended capability of 
SACLA will likely produce a number of leading-edge 
studies particularly in magnetic and chiral materials. 

Fig. 2.  Vacuum chamber dedicated to the diamond 
phase retarder, installed at BL3 of SACLA.

Fig. 3.  Degrees of circular polarization (PC) measured 
as a function of the angle of diamond crystal (Δθ ).  
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FIG. 1. LCLS hard x-ray instrument layout. The XPP LODCM is located in the NEH. The XCS instrument LODCM is located in the XRT. The three instruments
in the FEH are XCS, CXI, and MEC.

However, due to its higher Z, thus larger absorption cross
section at the typical LCLS hard x-ray photon energy range
of 4–10 keV, a crystal thickness on the order of 5–10 µm
is needed to provide reasonable transmission (>50%). This
leads to mechanical rigidity issues arising from the impul-
sive energy deposition of the 120 Hz FEL pulses and the
sequential thermal expansion and relaxation. Severe distor-
tions were observed in the diffracted beam profile when the
crystal was illuminated with FEL pulses at milliJoule (mJ)
levels.20 Diamond (C∗) on the other hand was always an at-
tractive option thanks to its lower absorption cross section,
superior thermal conductivity, and lower thermal expansion
coefficient. The challenge as previously discovered at 3rd
generation synchrotron sources is in the crystal growth, the
thin crystal plate fabrication, and mounting.21–23 In order to
maximize the photon flux in the monochromatic branch, the
(111) orientation is preferred, which happens to be a more
difficult orientation to fabricate and polish than (100) and
(110) with low miscut. Recent improvements in High Pressure
High-Temperature (HPHT) synthesis processes have shown
promising results in improved crystal quality.24–29 A set of
diamond crystals of the (111) orientation, mounted on an
all-diamond mounting frame assembly, was prepared by the
Technological Institute for Superhard and Novel Carbon Ma-
terials (TISNCM, Troisk, Russia). They were characterized
and optimized at the Advanced Photon Source (APS, Ar-
gonne, IL) by high resolution topography and then installed
in the XPP LODCM for splitting the FEL beam. In this paper,
we report the performance of this beam-multiplexing thin-
diamond monochromator.

II. MONOCHROMATOR DESIGN

The LODCMs use a symmetric double Bragg reflec-
tion geometry similar to the LOM1250 installed at the P08

monochromatic
branch

pink branch

thick diamond

thin diamond

600 mm
crystal tower 1

crystal tower 2
diagnostics
tower

FIG. 2. Top view of the symmetric diffraction geometry of the LODCM. The
red solid line indicates the main LCLS (pink) branch. The black solid line in-
dicates a monochromatic branch configuration delivering the beam to XPP.
The dashed lines show two other potential monochromatic configurations de-
livering higher and lower photon energies to XPP.

instrument30 at PETRA III. However, instead of vertically
offsetting the beam, a horizontal diffraction geometry was
chosen to allow the beamline components in XPP and XCS,
mounted on horizontal translation rails, to be easily translated
into either the pink or the monochromatic branch. As shown
in Fig. 2, the fixed 600 mm beam offset is achieved by two
Bragg reflections.

In this symmetric design, the diffracted beam from the
first crystal always passes through the center of symmetry of
the LODCM chamber, where beam diagnostics are installed
for alignment and calibration purposes. The crystal towers 1
and 2 both provide the necessary degrees of freedom in trans-
lation and rotation for positioning and orienting each crys-
tal. Additional motions allow different crystals or different
parts of the same crystal to be translated into the operating
position. The diagnostic tower at the center of symmetry of
the chamber incorporates features to ensure correct alignment
and calibration. A set of horizontal and vertical slits can be in-
serted to ensure the first reflection travels through the center of
symmetry and also at the correct beam height. There is also a
scintillator screen for beam profile inspection. A set of energy
calibration filters (Mn, Fe, Ni, Cu, Zr, etc.) are mounted on
a filter wheel. A motorized diode behind the filter wheel can
be used for spectrum measurements in either transmission or
fluorescence mode to calibrate the absolute photon energy.

Currently, two pairs of crystals are installed and com-
missioned in the XPP LODCM: a pair of thick Si(111) crys-
tals and a pair of thin C∗(111) crystals. The arrangement is
shown in Fig. 3 for the first crystal tower. Both Si crystals have

working area

silicon (111)

2 mm

FIG. 3. Photo of the first crystal tower in operation with the thin diamond
crystal in the FEL beam. The silicon crystal sits above as indicated. Inset is a
magnified view of the diamond crystal while illuminated by x-rays, with the
working area indicated by the dashed area.
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Generation of narrow-bandwidth XFELs by self-seeding

J. Amann et al., Nat. Photon. (2012).
R. Lindberg & Yu. Shvyd’ko, PRST (2012). 
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Monochromatic tail
(“Forward Bragg

diffraction”)

Incident
SASE-FEL

Transmitted 
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Bragg diffractionhalves, where the FEL power is still low but well above the shot noise
power. A typical monochromator (described in refs 10 and 11) has
the effect of delaying the X-rays by !5–10 ps. To match this, the
electron bunch must be similarly delayed, requiring a set of strong
dipole magnets in a chicane, which are also used to divert the electron
beam around the monochromator. These magnets inevitably generate
electron energy spread as a result of synchrotron radiation, which can
suppress the FEL gain, so an appropriately gentle (long) chicane
would not fit conveniently into one short section at X-ray FELs.
One way of avoiding the need for this long chicane is to use two
separate electron bunches so that the delayed seed from the first
bunch will be amplified by the second bunch13,14.

A more recent hard-X-ray self-seeding scheme16, again proposed at
DESY, consists of using a single diamond crystal in a forward Bragg
diffraction (FBD) geometry to produce a temporal waveform of trans-
mitted X-ray pulses with a relatively long monochromatic tail (wake
pulse). The properties and underlying physics of FBD relevant to
this application are discussed in detail in ref. 17, and briefly in the
Supplementary Information. Here, we only highlight that the time
dependence t of the radiation envelope of FBD, G00(t) (as shown in
Fig. 2c), which represents the crystal response to a very short incident
pulse, can be parameterized with the characteristic timescale T0:

G00(t)
!! !!2/ 1
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"""""
t/T0

#$ %
"""""
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#

& '2

(1)

where T0¼L2sinu/(2p2cd), c is the speed of light, d is the crystal
thickness, u is the X-ray incident angle relative to the crystal
atomic planes (Bragg angle), L is the extinction length, and J1 is
the Bessel function of the first kind.

Using d¼ 0.1 mm, u¼ 56.538, corresponding to the Bragg
reflection condition from the (004) atomic planes of diamond for
8.3 keV photons near the K-edge of nickel, and L≈ 22.6 mm,
typical for the 004 reflection, we obtain from equation (1) ts¼ 19 fs
for the location of the first maximum of the monochromatic field
with respect to the incident pulse, in good agreement with
numeric calculations (Fig. 2). A compact magnetic chicane is then
used to delay the electron bunch by this same amount, thus selecting
a monochromatic field for seeding. With such a small delay this
chicane can fit easily into one 4-m-long space, made available by
removal of one of the 33 LCLS undulator sections. The LCLS was
recently modified using this approach and the new self-seeding
system has been commissioned (Fig. 1).

The existing machine
The LCLS is a hard-X-ray SASE FEL based on the last kilometre of
the SLAC linear accelerator. The linac typically accelerates electrons
with a single bunch charge between 150 and 250 pC to as high as
15 GeV, with two bunch compressor stages amplifying the peak
current to !3 kA. This high-brightness electron beam is then trans-
ported through a 130-m-long magnetic undulator, creating intense
transversely coherent hard X-rays with !2 × 1012 photons per pulse
at 1.5 Å wavelength (8.3 keV), with a beam repetition rate of 120 Hz.

In a special low-charge mode of operation18 (bunch charge,
20–40 pC), the electron bunch length can be compressed to just
5–10 fs, suitable for self-seeding with the 15-fs-long X-ray wake
pulse generated by the diamond monochromator (Fig. 2). The
LCLS has now been modified for self-seeding, while preserving
the option to quickly switch back to SASE mode (high or low
charge) at any time, with no significant loss in FEL performance.

Self-seeding modifications
The self-seeding system (chicane and monochromator) needs to be
located at an optimal location along the 130-m-long undulator. The
peak X-ray power at the input to the monochromator that is needed
to adequately seed the FEL is estimated to be !1 GW (!10 mJ
within a 10 fs pulse length). With normal SASE operation, this
power level (in low-charge mode) is typically observed somewhere
between undulators U13 and U16 (of 33 undulator sections, each
4 m long). To reliably meet the seed power requirements for the
self-seeding experiment, the monochromator and chicane were
‘safely’ located at U16, which is !60 m along the undulator line.
This choice ensures a seed power that is sufficient for self-seeding
to be conclusively tested, although the self-seeding system might
eventually be moved upstream by about two undulator sections to
improve the seeded performance.

The self-seeding chicane
The 3.2-m-long magnetic chicane installed at U16 includes four dipole
magnets, which displace the electrons horizontally by 2.5 mm to
bypass the diamond. This also nominally delays the electrons by
20 fs so as to overlap with the delayed monochromatic X-ray seed
pulse. Each chicane magnet is 36 cm long, separated from its neighbour
by 58 cm, nominally bends the electron beam by !2.7 mrad with
0.34 T fields, and includes a 576-turn main coil and an independently
powered 10-turn trim coil. This allows the chicane to be adjusted
between two different configurations: (i) a self-seeded mode, with the
electron delay set between zero and 40 fs using the main coils, and
(ii) a much weaker ‘phase-shift’ mode, using the trim coils, with a
delay of zero to 10 Å (variable in !0.04 Å steps). The phase-shift
mode (used during SASE operation) allows correction of the
electron-to-radiation phase error introduced by the removal of the
4-m-long undulator section at U16. This correction restores the full
SASE X-ray pulse energy that was available before the undulator
section was removed. In addition, the dependence of the chicane
path length on electron energy (given by the R56 value of the transport
matrix, which is equal to twice the electron delay but expressed in
micrometres) washes out the SASE-induced microbunching after the
chicane, preparing the electron beam for coherent seeding. With a
typical relative electron energy spread of sd≈ 0.01% r.m.s., the
chicane will wash out any temporal structure of wavelength less than
l≈ 2pR56sd (,80 Å), which is very effective in erasing the 1.5 Å
microbunching built up by the 15 undulator sections before the chicane.

The diamond monochromator
The monochromator crystal is a high-quality (see Supplementary
Information), 110-mm-thick type-IIa diamond crystal plate, with a

1 GW
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Figure 1 | Layout of the LCLS undulator with a self-seeding chicane, diamond monochromator, gas detector and hard-X-ray spectrometer. The chicane is
greatly exaggerated in scale. The last four LCLS undulators (U30–U33) were previously modified as second-harmonic afterburners15 and were not used in
this experiment.
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Finally, the chicane strength has also been varied to scan the elec-
tron delay so as to trace out the monochromatic wake pulse gener-
ated by the diamond crystal. Because the gas detector contains
significant SASE background, we use the spectrometer signal and
zoom into the narrow-bandwidth seeded spectra for this study.
Figure 6 shows the seeded FEL intensity as a function of the
chicane delay, reflecting the time dependence of the FBD intensity
envelope, in reasonable agreement with FBD theory predictions.
The peak seeded signal is reached at a chicane delay of !19 fs, in
agreement with ts in Fig. 2c (lower). The relatively large error bars
for the data (standard deviation) indicate the fluctuating nature of
the seeded power, as discussed above.

Summary
FEL self-seeding has been demonstrated at the LCLS using hard
X-rays in a low-charge mode of operation. A bandwidth reduction
of 40–50 is observed with respect to SASE operation. The SASE
bandwidth is !20 eV (0.25%) FWHM and the single-shot seeded
bandwidth is 0.4–0.5 eV FWHM. The stability of the final seeded
FEL power is still poor (!50% r.m.s. fluctuations), due in part to
shot-to-shot electron energy variations, but also due to the lack of
FEL saturation in the seeded half of the undulator. Since the experi-
ment, the last four undulator sections have been added back into
the LCLS at slots U30–U33 (second-harmonic undulators were

installed in these slots over the previous year for a separate experi-
ment). Future plans include achieving saturation in the seeded
FEL with these four additional undulators, possibly by relocating
the chicane and monochromator assembly upstream by about two
4-m-long undulator sections. In addition, a 150-mm-thick
diamond crystal producing an approximately twofold more power-
ful monochromatic wake may also be tested. In the longer term,
more undulator sections may be added in order to achieve an
aggressive undulator field taper to enhance the seeded FEL power
by perhaps another order of magnitude. Such FEL development
may eventually lead to obtaining fully coherent, transform-
limited, ultrashort hard-X-ray pulses with terawatt power levels23.
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Figure 6 | Seeded FEL intensity as a function of chicane delay, measured
using the intensity of just the narrow seeded line on the X-ray
spectrometer. The points are the spectrometer signal and the solid curve is
the convolution of the diffraction theory prediction of equation (1) with X-ray
pulse duration. Crystal thickness and X-ray pulse duration are taken to be
fitting parameters. The best fit is obtained when d¼ 104mm with a flat-top
X-ray profile of 5.5 fs.
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Figure 5 | Measured X-ray spectra. a,b, Single-shot (a) and averaged (b)
X-ray spectrum in SASE mode (red) and self-seeded mode (blue). The
FWHM single-shot seeded bandwidth is 0.4 eV, whereas the SASE FWHM
bandwidth is !20 eV. Vertical scales have the same arbitrary units in both a
and b. The chicane is turned off for the SASE measurements, but necessarily
switched on for the self-seeded mode.
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spectrum. We found a clear dip due to the Bragg 

diffraction of the diamond crystal. The width of the dip 

was about 0.1 eV (2 pixels of the CCD detector), which 

was comparable to the measurement resolution. These 

results proved the diamond crystal has a good quality for 

raising the FBD and no radiation damage or degradation 

was observed during the commissioning.  

 

Figure 4: Energy spectrum of the transmitted SASE 

radiation from the upstream undulators, which was the 

integration of 100 shots. There was a clear dip at 9.995 

keV due to the Bragg diffraction of the diamond 

crystal.  

Observation of the Seeding 
After the confirmation of the Bragg diffraction, we 

closed the gap of the downstream undulators. We 

measured the photon energy spectrum using the single-

shot spectrometer with 220 diffraction plane for wide 

measuring range of 100 eV. Figure 5 shows the energy 

spectra with different number of downstream undulator 

segments. Clear peaks were observed at 9.99 keV photon 

energy. Increasing the number of undulator segments, the 

monochromatic X-ray component dominantly increased. 

With all of 13 undulator segments (blue line in Figure 5), 

the peak intensity of the monochromatic component was 

4 times higher than the SASE background. The spectral 

bandwidth was 3 eV in FWHM, which was one order 

narrower than that for SASE. For the confirmation, we 

detached the diamond crystal from the SASE photon axis. 

Then the monochromatic component disappeared. We 

concluded the enhancement of the monochromatic 

component was surely due to the self-seeding from the 

FBD of the diamond crystal. Since Figure 4 and Figure 5 

were measured with different configuration of the 

spectrometer, the photon energy difference between the 

Bragg diffraction in Figure 4 and the seeded FEL peak in 

Figure 5 was not obvious and they were within the 

measurement error. 

In the following subsections, we describe the 

optimization of various parameters and the sensitivity 

study for the accelerator. 

 

 

Figure 5: Energy spectra of the X-ray radiation with 

the seeding configuration. The three lines show the 

spectra with different number of active undulator 

segments at the downstream of the chicane. The 

spectra were the integration of 100 shots. 

Number of Undulator Segments 
Figure 6 shows the peak intensity of the seeded 

monochromatic components and the SASE background, 

as a function of the number of downstream undulator 

segments. When we increased the number of undulator 

segments, the seeded FEL signal also increased, while the 

SASE background was hardly increased. This result 

means the radiation from the downstream undulator was 

fairly monochromatic due to the seeding. In the Figure 6, 

slight decrease of the seeded FEL intensity with 9 

undulator segments was not obvious, because the 

systematic error and the reproducibility were still larger 

than the discrepancy of the seeded FEL intensity. 

Next we changed the number of upstream undulator 

segments, fixing the 13 downstream undulator segments. 

Figure 7 shows the seeded FEL intensity and the SASE 

background, with 3, 4, 5 or 6 undulator segments. With 3 

undulator segments, the seeded FEL signal was not 

observed. We consider the initial SASE radiation was too 

weak for the seeding. With 6 undulator segments, the 

seeded FEL intensity was lower than the case with 4 or 5 

undulator segments. It was considered that the SASE 

radiation process increased the energy spread of the 

electron beam and it suppressed the seeding. Therefore 

we concluded the optimum number of upstream undulator 

was 4 or 5 (corresponding SASE pulse energy was from 

30 to 100 PJ/pulse). For the following study, we used 4 

and 13 undulator segments in the upstream and 

downstream, respectively. 
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Transmission self-seeding at SACLA BL3

T. Inagaki et al., Proc. FEL 2014.

  Transmitted SASE makes 
machine tuning difficult
We cannot measure qualities of the seed,
such as, intensity, profile, pointing etc.

 Broad SASE background
→Probably because monochromatic wake and 
transmitted SASE tail was temporally overlapped 
and their intensities are comparable

Two Problems:

I. Inoue, Phys. Rev. Accel. Beams 21 (2018).
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The e-bunch/XFEL at SACLA has some tails 

Magnetic chicane (50 fs max.) in BL3 beamline 

FEL conference 2014 (Basel),  TUC01 T.Inagaki (SACLA/RIKEN) 
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1 undulator segment was 
moved to the downstream 

In-vacuum undulators 

Bending magnets 

Diamond crystal chamber 

Diamond crystal chamber 

FEL conference 2014 (Basel),  TUC01 T.Inagaki (SACLA/RIKEN) 11 

Diamond single crystals 
180 Pm u 6.5mm u 6mm 

Inside of the chamber 

Multi-axis stage (x,y,z,Ry,T) 
for remote control 
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Be window 
Diffraction monitor 
(Photo-diode & CCD) 

2T rotation 
arm 

Vacuum chamber 

Diffraction 

Camera 



Reflection self-seeding using channel-cut crystal

Side view
(X-ray & electron)

Top view 
(electron)

Channel-cut
 crystal

Magnetic chicane

e-bunch

seed-XFEL
e-bunch

mono-XFELSteering
magnets

SASE-FEL

~5×10-3 or less for transmission seeding (C400, 100 µm)
~3×10-2 for reflection seeding (Si 111 channel cut)

 High extraction efficiency of mono-beam from SASE-FEL
(Seed power)

(Input SASE power)
=

•No SASE contamination in seed pulse

 Purely mono-XFEL beam is delivered to downstream IDs

-> seed pulse can be generated with fewer undulators

J. Feldhaus, Opt. Lett (1997).

I. Inoue et al., Nature Photonics (2019)



Difficulty in realizing reflection self-seeding
Temporal overlap between

seed pulse and e-bunch

(E-bunch delay by magnetic chicane)

50 µm
100 µm
200 µm
400 µm

800 µm
gap

Optical delay by Si 111 CC-crystal

Hara, Nature Commun. (2013).
Inoue, Proc. Natl. Aca. Sci. USA (2016).

5-m compact chicane
enabling large e-beam delay

Maximum e-bunch delay: ~300 fs
= ~100 ps for typical 

CC-crystals

(Optical delay by CC-crystal)



100-µm gap Si(111) channel-cut crystal

Original beam position

Rocking curve measured with 
10-keV SR monochromatized
by Si(111) DCM

Beam stop
(W 250 um)

Crystal

gap=95 µm

Taito Osaka
(RIKEN/SACLA)

Photon energy: 5 keV or higher
Aperture: 50 µm@10 keV
Optical delay: 120 fs@10 keV
X-ray beam offset: 180 µm@10 keV

cf. Theoretical value@peak: ~80%

T. Osaka et al., arXiv: 1811.0860 (2018).

67% 



Dec.23-25 2017

Installation of µ-CC crystal (2017.12.24.)

Diamond 
thin crystal × 2 µ-CC crystal

Ohashi-san
(JASRI)

Hasegawa-san (TOYAMA) & 
Maki-san (SACLA)



11 IDs for 
amplifying seed 

E-beam energy: 7.8 GeV
E-bunch duration: ~10 fs 
E-beam charge: 270 pC
K-value: 2.1
Photon energy: 9.85 keV

Side

Top 
Magnetic chicane

Steering
magnets

SASE-FEL

5 IDs for 
generating seed 

Parameters of e-beam

Yabashi, PRL (2006),
Inubushi, PRL (2012)

Photon diagnostics 

cf. Average spectrum of SASE-XFEL

Single-shot
spectrometer

Si(111)
DCM scan

The same e-beam parameters for 
normal SASE mode of SACLA 

Si(111) DCM

XFEL
beam

mono-beam
0.01% b.w.

25 uJ

0.44 uJ, 9.85 keV
e-bunch

30 eV 
(FWHM) 

Average pulse energy: 
 780 μJ 

Early commissioning results (Jul. 2018)

conversion
efficiency > 10-2



Average spectrum of seeded-XFEL beams

Spectral 
brightness 

× 6　 

I. Inoue et al., Nature Photon. (2019).

Undulator length (m)
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Gain curve of seeded-XFEL beam

Seeded-XFEL
reaches
saturation!!

Lg = 3.4 m

 Intensity gain length (Lg = 3.4 m) 
was comparable to that of normal 
SASE mode (Lg = 2.3 m).

→Degradation of electron beam 
quality caused by XFEL amplification 
at upstream IDs was not severe.

Difficult to be measured
in transmission seeding
due to the contamination of 
transmitted SASE-beam



Average spectrum 
(3 eV FWHM) 

Single-shot spectrum of seeded-XFEL beam
  Central photon energy  
of seeded-XFEL is 
slightly lower than that of seed 

Histogram of bandwidth  Histogram of central photon energy  

Bandwidth of seed (1.3 eV) 

  Bandwidth of seeded-XFEL is 
larger than that of seed 

I. Inoue et al., Nature Photon. (2019).



Effect of energy chirp on the spectrum

e.g. 
FEL simulation of seeded-
XFELs with/without energy 
chirp of e-beam

If there is non-negligible energy chirp of e-beam,
intervals of micro-bunches gradually changes along the undulators.

low-E high-E

high-E

low-E

High-E electrons travel faster than low-E electrons along undulators



Towards narrower and brighter seeded-XFELs 

  smaller energy chirp in the e– beam
  narrower bandwidth of the seed

→ difficult to be realized immediately!
→ use of higher order diffraction (Si 220)

200 μm

Diffraction in higher order indices is!
more sensitive to lattice strain.!

much distorted wavefront

as-received

200 μm

Takashi!
Hirano!

(Osaka U)!

T. Hirano (Osaka U) treated the Si(220) crystal!
with a plasma etching technique (PCVM).!

!
Nearly ideal reflection profile & rocking curve!

after PCVM
Rocking curve measured with 
10-keV SR monochromatized by Si(111) DCM



Installation of  Si(220) crystal (2018.8.22.)
2017.12.24 2018.8.22

Si(111)

Si(220)

Si(111)
   Energy range: >5 keV (in design)
   Optical delay: ~120 fs @10 keV
Si(220)
   Energy range: >6.5 keV (in design)
   Optical delay: ~200 fs @10 keV



0.6 eV FWHM

Average bandwidth (0.6 eV) is 
almost the same as that of the seed 
(0.5 eV).

Seeded-XFELs generated with Si (220) crystal

Single-shot spectra

cf.
XFEL pulse duration of SACLA is 6 fs
→Seeded-XFEL is nearly 
Fourier-transform-limited.

Typical gain of spectral brightness by Si (220) seeding
with respect to normal SASE mode is ~7 

If the electron beam condition is good 
(unfortunately we cannot routinely achieved this good condition), 
the bandwidth of seeded-XFEL and seed becomes almost the same

cf. typical gain with Si (111) seeding: ~6

gain of spectral brightness: 10

Osaka et al., in preparation.



Early user experiments (since June 2018, # of experiments: 8)

Typical tuning time Long term stability
1.  Tune normal SASE with full IDs!

including spectrum & optical axis!
!

2.  Open the downstream IDs & adjust μCC!
!

3.  Close the downstream IDs & adjust the optical 
axis!
!

4.  Set delay and offset for e– beam to calculated 
values, then adjust the optical axis of SASE to 
the seed position!
!

5.  Optimize some parameters of the downstream 
IDs by monitoring!
pulse energies after the Si(111) DCM !
(e– beam offset both in Ver. & Hor., K value, 
taper of IDs, delay etc.) !

~2 h

1~2 h

~0.5 h

~0.5 h

3~4 h

 Just realizing seeded-XFEL: ~4 hours
Optimizing seeding conditions: ~8 hours

Not short but straightforward.
(All processes can be completed by Accel.!

operators without help of scientists)!

XFEL intensity after Si (111)DCM
@ User experiments(Dec. 2018)

Spectral brightness kept its original value over 
3 days (=typical beam time for single user)



Self-seeding is officially released for user experiments

Homepage of call for 2019A Proposals at SACLA

From the current run (2019A: Apr.-Aug. 2019),!
seeded-XFEL is released for user experiments as a standard operation mode of SACLA!

~25% of all scheduled!
experiments at SACLA BL3 !
will utilize seeded-XFEL beam!



On-going projects

 Tailoring electron-beam for self-seeding (not started yet)

 Fast photon energy scan (continuously rotating seed Xtal)

•Parameter tuning of accelerator based on spectral brightness and/or
 new RF deflector combined with machine learning

Seeding condition
keeps ± 5 eV

XANES spectrum of Cu 10 um

cf. Bandwidth of 
XFEL beam impinges

on the seed crystal: ~10 eV

Scan speed:
1.5 μrad/s (~0.04 eV/s) K values of all IDs 

are offset by +5 eV 

Proportion of intense and 
narrowband seeded-XFEL pulses

 Experiments with harmonics of seeded-XFEL

b.w. of 13 eV 
@27 keV 

XPP of bismuth 

111 reflection measured w/ 
fundamental (9 keV) 

333 reflection measured w/ 
third harmonic (27 keV) 

coherent phonons 
induced by optical laser 



Summary
  A new seeding scheme using a micro channel-cut crystal, called “reflection 

self-seeding”, was implemented at SACLA and works pretty well.

  The gain of spectral brightness compared with SASE-XFEL is typically 7-8, but 
sometimes reaches ~10 (Si 220).

  Tuning time of self-seeding is ~8 hours and seeding condition keeps over 3 
days.

  Seeded-XFELs are now provided for user experiments as a standard operation 
mode of SACLA.

  Fast photon energy scan, evaluate and use of harmonics of seeded-XFEL, and 
further improve of spectral brightness by tailoring electron beam qualities are 
our on-going projects.
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